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HYBRID TEA - Normally 3 to 5 feet; has large exhibition type flowers born singly on long stems

VARIETY DESCRIPTION PRICE
ALL MY LOVING Deep pinky red, tall bush, great cutting, large flowers, vigorous, disease resistant $22.95

APRICOT CANDY Soft apricot; ruffled bloom, good cutting, disease resistant, hardy, fragrant $22.95

APRICOTS N’ CREAM Light apricot to cream; vigorous, disease resistant, compact bush, good cutting $22.95
ARTISTRY * Coral orangey pink, great garden rose, heavy bloomer, hardy, disease resistant $19.25

BARONNE DE ROTHSCHILD Deep cherry pink w/cream reverse; disease resist. beautiful blooms; hardy, frag. $22.95

BEVERLY√ Pink w/slightly darker edge; large blooms, great cutting, hardy, very fragrant $22.95

BEWITCHED * Even cotton candy pink; very fragrant; good cutting; tall; vigorous; popular $19.25

BLUE GIRL Lavender; great for cutting; long stems;good for cutting; vigorous; very fragrant $22.95

BRANDY *√ Warm apricot hues; great cutting; classic bloom; good repeat; needs winter care $19.25
BRIDE’S DREAM Soft pastel pink; tall, heavy bloom, elegant buds, great cutting, vigorous & pleasing $19.25

CHICAGO PEACE Rich copper-pink; large blooms; very hardy; fragrant; very popular; a classic $19.25

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL* Velvety dark red; a classic, heavy bloomer, large flowers, popular; very fragrant $19.25

DEE-LISH √ Deep pink; old-fashioned flower form; disease resistant; hardy; very fragrant $22.95
DOUBLE DELIGHT * Creamy white blushing to strawberry red; hardy; very fragrant; very popular $19.25
ELECTRON * Electric deep pink; vigorous; good cutting; very hardy; heavy bloomer; fragrant $19.25

ELINA Soft yellow, great garden rose, hardy, heavy bloom, vigorous, disease resistant $19.25

ELIZABETH TAYLOR Shocking deep pink with smoky edges; big bloom; fragrant; good cutting; hardy $22.95

FALLING IN LOVE Warm pink w/cream reverse;beautiful bloom,vigorous,good cutting,fragrant $22.95
FIREFIGHTER Dusky velvet red; large bloom,tall & bushy, heavy bloomer,very fragrant $22.95
FIRST PRIZE * Swirled hues of rose pink; good cutting; fragrant; heavy blooming; popular $19.25

FRAGRANT CLOUD Deep coral red-orange; big blooms; hardy; heavy bloom; very fragrant;popular $19.25

FRANCIS MEILLAND* Pearl pink; very disease free, tall, vigorous, good cutting, very fragrant $22.95

FULL SAIL Bright white; large flowers, nice foliage, vigorous, good cutting, strong frag. $22.95

GARDEN PARTY*√ Ivory flushed pink; a classic; hardy, vigorous, cuts well; a softer version of Peace $22.95
GRAND DAME Clear rose pink; tall; heavy blooming; good cutting; hardy & vigorous; very fragrant $22.95

HEIRLOOM Lilac lavendar blend;great cutting, vigorous bloom, hardy, vigorous, very fragrant $22.95

IN THE MOOD Vivid true red; long stems; good for cutting; bushy; heavy bloomer; vigorous $22.95

INGRID BERGMAN Luscious deep red, rounded bush, disease resistant, hardy, vigorous, cuts well $22.95
JUST JOEY Delicious rich apricot; ruffled blooms,rounded bush, heavy bloomer,fragrant $19.25
LA PERLA Pearly cream, large, full blooms, hardy, disease resistant, heavy bloom $22.95

LOVE & PEACE* Yellow blushed pink; full & bushy plant; heavy bloomer; vigorous; hardy; fragrant $22.95

MARILYN MONROE Apricot cream washed green; unusual color; beautiful blooms;good cutting;vigorous $22.95

MEDALLION*√ Apricot flushed a little pink; large bush w/ huge blooms; hardy, vigorous; fragrant $22.95
MEMORIAL DAY* Orchid pink; big blooms on vigorous, hardy bush; disease resistant; very fragrant $22.95
MISTER LINCOLN* Velvety dark red; tall, large blooms, vigorous, hardy, very popular & very fragrant $19.25

MOONLIGHT ROMANTICA√ Light yellow; disease resistant; vigorous; tall; full petaled flower; very fragrant $22.95

    √ -  New this year   * Rose was an AARS Award Winner the year it was introduced



VARIETY DESCRIPTION PRICE
MOONSTONE White finely edged with pink; big blooms, vigorous, good cutting, lightly fragrant $22.95
NEIL DIAMOND Deep pink with white stripes; unique, each bloom different, hardy, very fragrant $22.95
OLYMPIAD* Spotlight red, great garden rose, heavy bloomer, hardy, disease resistant $22.95
OPENING NIGHT True bright red, heavy bloomer, good cutting, disease resistant, hardy $22.95
PARADISE* Medium lavender brushed ruby; big bush; hardy; cuts well; disease resistant $19.25
PARIS D’YVES ST.LAURENT√ Luscious warm pink; very hardy; great cutting; disease resistant; light fragrance $22.95
PEACE * Lemony yellow edged pure pink; strong bloomer; vigorous; a classic & popular $18.95
PERFECT MOMENT * Deep yellow w/broad red edging; bright color,big flowers, vigorous,light fragrance $22.95
PINK PEACE Bright pink; strong frag.; cuts well; disease resistant; vigorous; hardy; popular $19.25
PINK PROMISE* Pink & cream blend, vigorous, good cutting, heavy bloomer, fragrant $22.95
POPE JOHN PAUL II Pure white; vigorous, disease resistant, heavy bloomer, large blooms, very fragrant $22.95
PRETTY LADY Dark even pink, old fashioned bloom, hardy, disease resistant, vigorous, fragrant $22.95
PRINCESS CHARLENE MONACO Light apricot to shell pink, large blooms, disease resistant, cuts well,strong fragrance $22.95
RIO SAMBA * Blushing yellow; changes color; heavy bloom; unique color; lovely flower; hardy $22.95
SAVANNAH√ Salmon pink;very double blooms; heavy bloom;cuts well;vigorous, hardy, very fragrant $22.95
ST. PATRICK * Yellow gold shaded green; large blooms; strong bloomer; good cutting;  vigorous $22.95
SECRET* Creamy white flushed deep pink, hardy, vigorous, large bloom, cuts well,very fragrant $22.95
SEDONA Coral/orange blend; large blooms, tall bush, hardy, disease resistant, fragrant $22.95
SMOKIN’ HOT Dark orange w/ purple smoke overlay &white reverse, heavy bloom, vigorous, tall bush $22.95
SUGAR MOON Pure white; heavy bloomer; good cutting; vigorous; disease resistant; very fragrant $22.95
SUMMER LOVE Luminous soft yellow; big blooms; full bush; heavy bloomer; good cutting; fragrant $22.95
SUNSET CELEBRATION* Creamy apricot amber blend; vigorous bush; good cutting; fruity fragrance $22.95
SWEET MADEMOISELLE√ Peachy pink/apricot; color changes with temperature; disease resistant; fragrant $22.95
TAHITIAN SUNSET * Apricot yellow blushing pink; good cutting; disease resistant; very fragrant $22.95
TIFFANY * Phlox pink with a yellow base; tall, robust bush;heavy bloomer; very frag.; a classic $19.25
TOUCH OF CLASS * Glowing coral pink; good cutting; large blooms; disease resistant; lovely $19.25
TROPICANA * Clear fluorescent coral orange; vigorous; hardy; repeats well; very popular $19.25
VETERAN’S HONOR Bright red; large blooms, vigorous, heavy bloomer, good cutting, light fragrance $22.95

ABOUT FACE * Golden-orange inside/bronze-red out; vigorous, heavy bloomer, hardy, unusual color $22.95
ANNA’S PROMISE Gold & pink blush w/copper reverse; tall, vigorous, hardy, disease resistant, fragrant $22.95
CHERRY PARFAIT√ White flushed red; vigorous; hardy; disease resistant; color holds well in heat $22.95
CRIMSON BOUQUET Bright red; vigorous, heavy bloomer, disease resistant, hardy great in the garden $22.95
DICK CLARK* Cream & cherry blushed burgundy; vigorous; heavy bloomer; hardy; unusual $22.95
DREAM COME TRUE* Golden yellow blushed ruby; heavy bloomer, vigorous, disease resistant $22.95
GOLD MEDAL Gold yellow suffused orange; vigorous, heavy bloom, tall bush, good in garden, frag. $19.25
MISS CONGENIALITY Pure white with vibrant pink edge, classic bloom, disease resistant, vigorous, fragrant $22.95
MOTHER OF PEARL Soft peachy pink; tall; bushy; disease resistant; good cutting; disease resistant $22.95
PARADE DAY √ Fuchsia pink striped with white;heavy bloom;vigorous;disease resistant;very fragrant $22.95
QUEEN ELIZABETH * Clear pink; tall; vigorous; hardy; heavy bloomer; good garden rose; popular $19.25
ROCK & ROLL Burgundy & cream striped bicolor, vigorous, hardy, disease resistant, very fragrant $22.95
STRIKE IT RICH * Deep golden yellow w/orange & pink;vigorous;disease resistant;fragrant $22.95
SUNSHINE DAYDREAM* Light yellow finishing creamy yellow; disease resistant; vigorous; heavy bloomer $22.95
TOURNAMENT OF ROSES* Coral pink w/darker reverse, great flower form, heavy bloom, vigorous, hardy $22.95
TWILIGHT ZONE Deep velvet purple, old-fashioned form, good cutting, vigorous, very fragrant $22.95
WILD BLUE YONDER Red-purple w/lavender eye, ruffled blooms, vigorous, hardy, disease resistant, frag. $22.95

  GRANDIFLORA - Similar to Hybrid Tea; often taller with flowers that can cluster in groups of two or three



VARIETY DESCRIPTION PRICE

ABRAHAM DARBY Soft peachy pink; old rose shaped blooms, strong fragrance, hardy, very tall $26.95
FISHERMAN’S FRIEND Deep garnet crimson; medium size, good repeat, full blooms, old rose fragrance $26.95
GRAHAM THOMAS Rich pure yellow, tall,disease resistant, vigorous, popular, strong tea rose fragrance $26.95
HERITAGE Soft pearl pink; very tall bush, almost thornleess, hardy, vigorous, very fragrant $26.95
ROSE-MARIE Creamy white; sport of Heritage, tall bush, hardy, vigorous, very fragrant $26.95
WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL Pure white, good repeat bloom, tall bush, hardy, makes good hedge, very fragrant $26.95

ADOBE SUNRISE Salmon-orange; very compact bush; heavy bloom; vigorous; hardy; good in border $22.95
BOLERO Pure white; low growing, rounded bush, disease resistant, beautiful, fragrant $22.95
CANDY CANE COCKTAIL White suffused with dark pink edge, disease resistant, good rebloom, vigorous $22.95
CHIHULY Multicolor/apricot to yellow to orange-red; very colorful; heavy bloom; vigorous $22.95
CINCO DE MAYO* Smoky lavender&rusty red-orange blend; unusual color, heavy bloom, hardy; vigorous $22.95
COLORIFIC Salmon/peach blend blushed scarlet; heavy bloomer, disease resisitant, vigorous $22.95
DAYBREAKER * Pastel peach & yellow; full and bushy; repeats well; disease resistant; unusual $22.95
DISTANT DRUMS Soft tan washing to orchid pink; hardy; vigorous; lovely blooms; unusual; fragrant $19.25
DORIS DAY Pure gold yellow;heavy bloomer, vigorous, hardy, disease resistant, very fragrant $22.95
DROP DEAD RED Red velvet; full & bushy; vigorous; heavy bloomer; intense color; great in border $22.95
EARTH ANGEL√ Cream w/ warm pink center; peony shaped flower; hardy, vigorous, very fragrant $22.95
EASTER BASKET Creamy yellow/pink, heavy bloom, hardy, vigorous, disease resistant, ruffled bloom $22.95
EASY DOES IT* Mango,pink&apricot blend;heavy bloom;large clusters;disease resistant;fragrant $22.95
EASY SPIRIT√ White w/cream; compact plant, disease resistant, good cutting, vigorous & hardy $22.95
EASY TO PLEASE Deep pink w/lighter reverse, vigorous, hardy, upright, heavy bloom, fragrant $22.95
FIRST CRUSH√ Softest of pink/ivory; old fashioned flower form; hardy, vigorous, very fragrant $22.95
FRENCH LACE*√ Ivory w/slight apricot tint; disease resistant; beautiful bloom; heavy bloom $22.95
FRIDA KAHLO√ Scarlet red striped gold; disease resistant; vigorous; heavy bloom; unusual color $22.95
HONEY PERFUME * Lush apricot/yellow, heavy bloom, disease resistant, hardy, vigorous, very fragrant $22.95
HOT COCOA * Deep rust to smokey orange; unusual; disease resistant; vigorous; heavy bloom $22.95
ICEBERG Clear white; good landscape rose; very profuse bloom; hardy; vigorous; a classic $19.25
JULIA CHILD * Butter gold; rounded bush; heavy bloomer; hardy; disease resistant; fragrant $22.95
JUMP FOR JOY Peachy-pink; heavy bloom, ruffled flower, rounded & bushy, disease resistant, hardy $22.95
KETCHUP & MUSTARD Ketchup red/mustard yellow bicolor; bushy; heavy bloomer; unusual color; vigorous $22.95
LOVE SONG Clear lavender; color stays well, ruffled flower, heavy bloom, vigorous, fragrant $22.95
MARMALADE SKIES * Tangerine orange, heavy bloom, compact, hardy, vigorous, disease resistant $22.95
OH MY! Vivid velvet red; heavy bloomer, a garden stand out, disease resistant, vigorous $22.95
PASSIONATE KISSES Clear warm pink; heavy bloomer, vigorous, disease resistant; good in pot; hardy $22.95
PLUM PERFECT√ Intense plum; very double flower; heavy bloom; hardy, disease resistant; vigorous $22.95
PUMPKIN PATCH Buttersccotch/caramel/orange; unusual, heavy bloom, hardy, disease resistant, frag. $22.95
RAINBOW SORBET * Yellow/orange/pink blend, very hardy, disease resistant, vigorous,great garden rose $22.95
ROSIE THE RIVETER√ Orangey-gold suffused with pink; heavy bloomer; vigorous; unusual; fragrant $22.95
SCENTIMENTAL * Burgundy red swirled with cream; each bloom unique; heavy bloom & fragrant $22.95
SEXY REXY Clear coral pink; heaviest blooming rose, hardy, great in garden, proven performer $22.95
SHEILA’S PERFUME Yellow edged deep pink; vigorous; rounded bush; heavy bloomer; very fragrant $19.25
SUMMER ROMANCE√ Pure clear pink; old fashioned flower; vigorous, disease resistant, very fragrant $22.95
VAVOOM Orange-juice orange, low & rounded, hardy, stands out, improves with establishment $22.95
VIOLET’S PRIDE Lavender w/dp pink heart, disease resistant, heavy bloom, hardy, very fragrant $22.95
WHITE LICORICE Lemon cream; very heavy bloomer; hardy; vigorous; disease resistant; very fragrant $22.95

FLORIBUNDA - Ideal for mass landscape use; rounded bush gives continuous color from an abundance of clustered flowers

ENGLISH ROSES - Shrub roses with old-fashioned flowers and heavy fragrance; effective in the landscape 



VARIETY DESCRIPTION PRICE

APRICOT DRIFT Tones of apricot; hardy, disease, resistant, good as border;,vigorous groundcover$19.50
BLANC Dbl De COURBET Clear white; double flowers; hardy; disease resistant; fragrant; Rugosa $19.50
BONICA Clear dawn pink; hardy; heavy bloom; excellent in landscape; vigorous, arching growth$19.50
CAPE DIAMOND Pure pink, medium spreading, very disease resistant, hardy, fragrant $19.50
CAREFREE WONDER * Bright pink with cream reverse; rounded & bushy; repeats well; lovely $19.50
DOUBLE KNOCK OUT Deep pink/light red;similar to Knock Out but more flower petals;compact $19.50
EASY ON THE EYES√ Pink w/lavender heart; heavy bloomer;disease resistant;unusual; fragrant $19.50
EDITH DARLING Apricot gold w/lighter edge, compact bush, hardy, disease resist., frag. $19.50
HOME RUN Flame red; bright color; black-spot & mildew free; compact, heavy bloomer $19.50
MIDNIGHT BLUE√ Velvety dark purple; small shrub; heavy bloom;disease resistant; fragrant $19.50
OUTTA THE BLUE Magenta, wine & lavender; hardy; disease resistant; very fragrant $19.50
PARTY HARDY Dark pink w/ lighter reverse; very hardy; vigorous; heavy bloomer $19.50
PEACH DRIFT Soft peach, heavy bloomer, very disease resistant, small shrub $19.50
PEACHY KNOCK OUT√ Shell pink w/yellow center; hardy; vigorous; disease resistant $19.50
PINK DOUBLE KNOCK OUT Bubblegum pink; disease resistant, rounded bush, good for landscape $19.50
PINK DRIFT Deep pink w/lighter center, heavy bloom, low growing, disease resistant $19.50
PINK HOME RUN Velvety warm pink; total resistance to blackspot & powdery mildew; hardy $19.50
PINK KNOCK OUT Medium pink, single flower form, black spot resistant, compact bush $19.50
RAINBOW HAPPY TRAILS Yellow gold w/ dark pink blush,,groundcover, hardy, good rebloom, $19.50
RED RIBBONS Bright lasting red; vigorous; hardy; disease free;vivid color; graoundcover $19.50
SUNSHINE HAPPY TRAILS Buttery gold, vigorous, heavy bloomer, vigorous, hardy, disease resistant $19.50
SWEET DRIFT Clear soft pink; small mounded shrub; disease free; hardy; heavy bloom $19.50
TAKE IT EASY Red with lighter reverse & white eye; very disease resistant, hardy $19.50
TOP GUN√ Red w/dark burgundy; very disease resistant; heavy bloom; hardy $19.50
WATERCOLORS HOME RUN Yellow gold w/pink blush, hardy, disease resistant, heavy bloom, vigorous $19.50
WHITE OUT Clear white; single, very compact, disease resistant, good in landscape $19.50

AMERICA * Pure coral pink; full blooms; vigorous; heavy bloom; very fragrant; 10’-12’ $19.25
BLAZE Pure even red; profuse bloomer; 10'-12'; a perennial favorite $19.25
DON JUAN√ Dark red; large blooms; disease resistant; very fragrant; a favorite; 12’ $22.95
EDEN Pastel pink, cream & yellow;large blooms;full flower; fragrant;8-10' $22.95
FOURTH OF JULY√* Velvety red striped white; heavy bloom; vigorous; hardy; fragrant; 10’-12’ $22.95
LADY IN RED√ Dark red; vigorous; heavy bloom; smaller climber; large blooms; 8’-10’ $22.95
NEW DAWN Apple blossom pink; fragrant; profuse bloomer; canes to 20'; very popular $19.25
PEARLY GATES Pastel pearl pink; large flowers, disease resistant,vigorous,very frag.10-12’ $22.95
SKY'S THE LIMIT Buttery yellow; heavy bloomer; hardy; disease resistant;fragrant;10' - 12' $22.95
WHITE DAWN Clear white; fragrant; profuse bloomer; hardy; canes to 14'; very popular $19.25
WILLIAM BAFFIN Deep pink; very hardy, vigorous, large & wide, proven performer 8-12’ $19.25
ZEPHERINE DROUHIN Deep rose pink; large flowers; almost thornless; hardy; very fragrant $22.95

BRILLIANT PINK ICEBERG      JULIA CHILD (yellow)          TWILIGHT ZONE(plum)  $45.95

CLIMBING ROSES - 6’ to 20’; good on fence or trellis; all varieties listed are repeat bloomers in varied colors

 TREE ROSES - Excellent as a landscape focal point; good in pots; adds height to garden; all 36” trunks

   SHRUB ROSES - Perfect for the landscape; very hardy roses that offer tremendous variety and color in the garden


